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In recent years, assisted driving and autonomous driving technology have been paid more attention to by the public. Road sign
recognition is of great practical signi�cance for the realization of auto-driving technology. In the actual tra�c environment, the
tra�c signs have the problems of small detectable volume, low resolution, unclear characteristics, and easy to be disturbed by the
environment. In order to better realize road tra�c sign recognition, this paper improves and optimizes the YOLO v3 network
derived from YOLO v3 structure algorithm, enhances the data of the tra�c signs by using color enhancement and other
technologies, and improves the original FPN structure of the YOLO v3 network algorithm to 52× 52. �en, the secondary
sampling output characteristic diagram 108 in the YOLO v3 network is used× 108 solutions to solve these di�culties of picture
size and image distortion. Use 5, 9, and 13 �xed-size pools in front of the surface of the control architecture, then the output
characteristics are associated with the original characteristics of the picture so that inputs of di�erent sizes can obtain the same
output. Finally, we use the intermediate class K algorithm to group the TT100K landmark data set, reconsider the original network
parameters, and compare the TT100K data set with the small target determination algorithm, such as YOLO v3 network model
and improved YOLO v3 network model. �e results show that compared with the traditional YOLO v3 algorithm, the optimized
YOLO v3 road sign recognition algorithm has a signi�cant improvement in sign recognition accuracy, sign recognition speed, and
learning cost. When the change of FPS is very small, the recall rate and accuracy will be greatly improved. At the same time,
compared with other small target detection algorithms, the improved YOLO v3 algorithm has more accurate and faster
detection accuracy.

1. Introduction

Road tra�c signs play an irreplaceable role in tra�c order
and safety. �ey gather road information, warnings, pro-
hibitions, and other information into a simple sign to guide
and restrict drivers to drive safely. �e setting of tra�c signs
maintains the safety and smoothness of road tra�c to a great
extent. And as a sign to assist road safety, tra�c signs also
provide a simple and clear breakthrough for the develop-
ment of intelligent transportation. Road tra�c signs are
usually composed of some simple words or symbols and
have color characteristics that form a sharp contrast with the
surrounding environment so that road tra�c signs can
better attract the attention of drivers. Tra�c signs with
di�erent symbols and colors represent di�erent tra�c in-
formation [1].

For now, driverless technology has been widely con-
cerned. Hope to improve the safety factor of driverless
vehicles on the road, it needs to improve the car’s perception
of surrounding things, real-time and accurate detection of all
targets on the road surface is an important part of envi-
ronmental perception [2]. Nowadays, the tra�c sign rec-
ognition system mainly samples the road tra�c signs,
further detects and recognizes the collected sample infor-
mation, outputs the recognized results, compares the
original image with the tra�c sign database to give the
results, and �nally, sends out warnings and other infor-
mation through the control center. Because the tra�c sign
recognition system is usually used in high-speed motor
vehicles, the input signal needs to be processed in the
embedded equipment of motor vehicles [3]. Facing such
complicated steps, how to make the tra�c sign recognition
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system in the embedded equipment, is higher real-time
accuracy of the common difficulty, we face. At the same
time, driverless driving has attracted more and more global
attention. It is very important to ensure the safety of
driverless vehicles in the situation, it is necessary to perceive
the surrounding environmental information. Among them,
real-time and accurate detection of all targets on the road
surface is an important part of environmental perception. By
identifying long-distance targets, more time can be provided
for vehicle decision-making and control. Usually, long-
distance targets (such as traffic signs) are smaller in size,
occupy few pixels, and have no obvious features in the
image, which makes it difficult to detect and recognize them
in real-time [4]. &erefore, how to accurately recognize
traffic signs, while ensuring real-time performance, is the key
problem to be solved. Up to now, the recognition of traffic
signs is mainly divided into two directions: conventional
feature extraction and deep learning.

1.1. Basics Feature Extraction Method for Traffic Standard
Recognition. &ere are generally three traditional traffic sign
recognition schemes: color-based traffic sign recognition
method, shape-based traffic sign recognition method, and
machine learning-based traffic sign recognition method. See
Figure 1 for the traditional traffic sign recognition process.

1.1.1. Color-Based Traffic Sign Recognition Method. Road
signs generally contain red, yellow, and blue colors. &is
bright color leads to strong separability of feature infor-
mation in the image, and color space threshold segmentation
is relatively easy. Up to now, many scholars have reached a
color-based traffic sign recognition method.&e recognition
method based on the color of road signs adopts the method
of dividing the color spatial distribution of road signs to
realize the detection and recognition of road signs, then
extracts the feature information of the segmented image, and
finally, classifies the extracted feature information through
SVM classifier. RGB color space model proposes an image
segmentation algorithm, which improves the operation
speed of the algorithm [5]. Yang andWu [6] proposed a two-
stage algorithm for road traffic sign detection.&e algorithm
first calculates the color probability and then converts the
image into a probability model for feature extraction. &e
extracted feature information is passed through the integral
channel to reduce the error. Yuan et al. [7] used edge in-
formation to detect color changes in local areas of traffic
signs.

1.1.2. Detection Scheme Using Road Sign Shape Recognition.
Because the shape of road signs with different meanings
varies greatly, we can recognize traffic signs by recognizing
their shapes. We call this recognition algorithm based on the
shape of traffic signs. &is kind of algorithm first extracts the
feature information of traffic sign shape and then classifies
the extracted feature information through different shapes.
Moreno et al. [8] and others detect traffic signs by limiting
the hough transform of geometry in a certain area, which

improves the robustness of the detection system. Boume-
diene et al. [9]proposed a coding gradient detection scheme
for road sign damage and occlusion, which improved the
poor detection effect of traffic signs that detect damage and
occlusion. Pei et al. [10] proposed a low-rank matrix re-
covery architecture with a detection model to solve the
problem that the relativity of characteristic information in
traffic signs is easy to be ignored, which can better use the
relativity of traffic signs to identify road signs.

1.1.3. Recognition Scheme Based on the Shape of Road Signs.
&e road sign detection scheme based on machine learning
usually uses the moving windowmethod to detect the given
traffic sign images in turn, and the researchers manually
select and extract the image feature information. In the
research of target detection based on machine learning,
Dalal [11] proposed the HOG algorithm in 2005. &e
working principle of the algorithm is to use the gradient
direction distribution histogram in the image to describe
the location-specific data of the feature information in the
image and normalize it. &is algorithm can effectively
detect the local data of target features in the image, and
then the HOG+ SVM [12] structure has been continued,
which also has a great adverse effect on road sign recog-
nition. Because traffic signs have distinct color information,
Huan et al. [13] added color information to the HOG al-
gorithm to expand and achieved good results in traffic sign
distinction. According to Lecun et al. [14], research find-
ings a variant gradient direction histogram feature based on
HOG algorithm, and trained a single classifier to detect
traffic signs through a limit learning machine, which im-
proved the detection efficiency without reducing the de-
tection accuracy.

1.2. RoadSignRecognitionAlgorithmBasedonDeepLearning.
&e computer technology research of road sign detection
schemes using deep learning methods for recognition is also
gradually maturing. &e rise of convolutional neural net-
works makes the deep learning method using deep neural
networks combined with different training methods shine in
the field of computer vision. Since Geoffrey Hinton [15]
proposed the research of artificial intelligence in 2006, deep
learning has rapidly swept all research fields of computer
technology, among which the most representative algorithm
is a convolutional neural network (CNN). In computer
vision, the convolution neural network solves the problems
of difference recognition accuracy and slow recognition
speed at the current stage and can extract the feature in-
formation in the image more efficiently and accurately. With
the development of CNN, two-stage network structures such
as RCNN [16], VGG [17], and AlexNet [18] for image
classification and one-stage network structures based on
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of traditional detection algorithm.
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SSD [19] and YOLO [20] series algorithms for target de-
tection have been successively extended. &e algorithm first
extracts the features of the target image, then generates
candidate regions through the extracted feature information,
and finally, uses convolution neural network to classify. In
contrast with the traditional target detection algorithm, two-
stage algorithm solves the shortcomings of more feature
information, a large amount of data, slow detection rate,
poor generalization ability, and so on. Single-phase archi-
tecture is also known as the identification framework of
application regression. It mainly uses the idea of regression
theory to give the area, information directly through the
backbone network, and discards the candidate areas and
RPN network, respectively. Compared with two-stage al-
gorithms, this algorithm can recognize faster, but the rec-
ognition accuracy is not as good as two-stage algorithm.
With the deepening of the research on deep learning al-
gorithms, more and more scholars study the use of deep
learning algorithms to identify road signs. Zuo et al. [21]
proposed cascaded RCNN algorithm, which has a detection
accuracy of 99% on CCTSDB data set, but the detection rate
is relatively slow. Jianming et al. [22] used faster CNN to
detect traffic signs and optimized the detection performance.
Jianming et al. [22] reduced the amount of calculation and
parameters of the algorithm by clipping the network on the
basis of YOLO v2 [23] and enhanced the detection per-
formance of small target traffic signs by meshing the input
characteristic image.

2. Main Problems of Traditional Traffic Sign
Detection Algorithm

2.1. Main Problems of Color-Based Traffic Compilation De-
tection Algorithm. Different types of traffic signs have
different colors. For example, red traffic signs generally
indicate prohibited behaviors. Different color combina-
tions of traffic signs also convey different information. &e
identification of traffic signs can effectively read the
meaning of traffic signs. With the deepening of the research
on the color of road signs, the color-based road sign de-
tection architecture has greatly improved the detection
speed and accuracy. However, traffic signs are often on
open and exposed roads, sometimes facing the influence of
illumination, fading, occlusion, and bad weather, which
makes the results obtained by the color-based detection
algorithm unstable, resulting in wrong detection results
and missed detection.

2.2. Main Problems of Road Sign Shape Recognition
Architecture. &e shape of traffic signs is an important
feature of traffic sign information. For example, triangles
often indicate reminders, and circles indicate prohibition or
release of prohibition. Effective identification of traffic sign
shapes can solve the initial reading of traffic sign infor-
mation. For the detection algorithm of road signs shape,
although the recognition accuracy of traffic signs has been
greatly improved after continuous improvement research,
due to the complexity of the road environment, the detection

results when the traffic signs face occlusion, deformation and
other situations are unsatisfactory [24]. In addition, the
amount of calculation required to extract the shape feature
information of traffic signs is large, it increases the calcu-
lation time of the model and requires higher computing
power of the machine. Although many scholars are also
studying the detection algorithm of unifying the color and
shape of road signs, it also models size reduction and im-
proves the real-time performance of the algorithm, but the
reliability and real-time performance of this traditional
traffic sign detection algorithm are still difficult to meet
people’s requirements for safe driving [25].

2.3. *ere Are Main Problems in Traffic Sign Recognition
AlgorithmUsingMachineLearning. Although the traffic sign
detection framework based on machine learning has a great
improvement in the detection accuracy compared with the
traffic sign detection algorithm based on color and shape,
this kind of detection algorithm has higher requirements for
feature extraction. In addition, the detection algorithm
based on machine learning usually needs to manually select
the region of feature information, which makes this kind of
algorithm have a high workload and poor real-time per-
formance. For traffic sign detection, the target detection
algorithm based on machine learning still has some
limitations.

3. Basic Principle of YOLO v3 Algorithm

YOLO v3 is a target detector. Its backbone architecture uses
Darknet-53 instead of Darknet-19. &ere are 53 convolution
layers in total. &e network structure is shown in Figure 2.

Darknet-53 uses RESNET’s residual idea for reference to
form a residual structure, which can well control the spread
of gradients, avoid situations that are not conducive to
training, such as gradient disappearance or explosion, and
greatly reduce the difficulty of training deep networks. &e
main part of the network is composed of five other debris.
Multiple residual units form a residual block and each re-
sidual unit is constituted of two DBL modules and quick
links. &e deep separable convolution model is shown in
Figure 3.

Darknet-53 minimum weight DBL module is com-
posed of convolution, packet standardization, and leakage
recovery firing. YOLO v3 divides the forecast into 13 ×13,
26 × 26, and 52 × 52. &ese three parameters push the three
performance graphs to the test level. In particular, the
features of low-level mapping have a small sensitive field
and strong small target detection ability, while the features
of depth mapping have a large sensing range and im-
proving the performance of detecting large targets [26].
&erefore, YOLO v3 has obvious advantages in deter-
mining the size of detection targets. Because YOLO v3
network has high learning efficiency and strong adapt-
ability to different task scales in complex traffic scenes,
TT100K [18] signaling data set is used to improve, train
and test YOLO v3 network.
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4. Improvement of 4 YOLO v3 Algorithm

Aiming at the low accuracy of identification of the original
YOLO v3 neural network for long-distance lower target
objects, this paper improves the algorithm composition, K-
means network structure, and loss function.

4.1. Improvement of Network Structure. Since the deep
network of the original deep structure of YOLO v3 is
conducive to the detection of large targets, and the shallow
structure is convenient for the detection of small targets
because the shallow algorithm structure passes through
small convolution layers [27], it lacks deep semantic features,
contains less semantic information, and has weak feature
representation ability, these features affect the detection of
small targets, which depends on the shallow algorithm
structure. In order to improve the feature extraction ability
of the detection algorithm structure, this paper uses In-
ception architecture that can enrich the features of the
shallow network for reference.

As shown in Figure 4, inception the neural network
operation and pool operation are performed on the iden-
tified image, and the output results are spliced into the deep
marking feature image of different convolution kernel sizes
such as 1× 1, 3× 3, 3× 3, or 5× 5. &e information of dif-
ferent perception domains can be obtained from the input
picture data, these operations can be combined, and all the
structure can be combined to improve the image quality
representation. Inspired by the concept architecture, a
concept redefinition module structure is proposed and
applied to the shallow layer network of YOLO v3. Compared
with the traditional YOLO v3 network, the recognition al-
gorithm of the shallow layer network has a stronger ability to
extract the specific representation of the picture, and the
information extraction abundance of the recognition system
is improved. &e improved YOLO v3 algorithm is also more
closely combined with the feature points of the neural
network, the recognition and perception efficiency of the
image is higher, and the recognition ability of small traffic
signs is improved.
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Figure 2: Basic model of YOLO v3 framework.
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Figure 5 shows the structure of the initial redefinition
module. &e two ends of the structure are shallow network
layer and deep network layer, respectively, which are used to
connect to the network of YOLO v3. &e structure consists
of four substructures: the first substructure is 1× 1 volume
accumulation; the second branch is composed of a convo-
lution of 1× 1 and then a convolution of 3× 3; the third
branch consists of the convolution of one 1× 1 followed by
the convolution of three 3× 3; and the fourth branch consists
of the maximum pooling layer. A 7× 7 convolution effec-
tively extracts basic information from various small pictures.
In this paper, using three 3× 3 convolutions instead of one
7× 7 convolution can save 7× 7(3× 3× 3)� 1.81 times the
calculation amount, which can improve the calculation
speed. Front 3× 3 convolution is 1× 1.&e convolution layer
can reduce the number of input channels, effectively reduce
the number of input parameters, and increase the parallel
ability of the architecture. Benefit from 1× 1 convolution
passes through the ReLU activation function [28], so the

generalization performance of neural network can be im-
proved through the introduction of nonlinearity data pool
for extraction image features. &e four branches extract
features of different scales that increase the adaptability of
the network to different scales and obtains the information
from multiple scales, respectively, [29]. &en the feature
maps under the four branches are fused, and finally, the
number of output access is reduced through 1× 1
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3 x 3 concatenations
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Figure 5: Structure diagram of inception-redefined module.

Table 1: Test results of different picture sizes.

Picture size Test model mAP FPS

416× 416 YOLO v3 0.431 54.4
Improved YOLO v3 0.514 50.7

608× 608 YOLO v3 0.691 34.2
Improved YOLO v3 0.752 31.3

1024×1024 YOLO v3 0.791 18.7
Improved YOLO v3 0.834 16.4

Previous layer

3 x 3 max pooling1 x 1 convolutionsr1 x 1 convolutions

1 x 1 convolutionsr

3 x 3 convolutions 5 x 5 convolutionsr 1 x 1 convolutionsr

Filter concatenation

Figure 4: Structure diagram of inception.
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convolution layer. &e channel ratio of the characteristic
image output from the left 1× 1 convolution to the right
3× 3 convolution will affect terminal identification accuracy.
In this paper, different proportions were tested, and the
quantity ratio of 1 :1 was finally selected with the highest
accuracy. Table 1 shows the mAP values for different
proportions.

Introduce the concept-redefined module structure into
the output 64 in Figure 1, 64× 64 (and 32× 32) between the
characteristic diagram and concatenation to form the YOLO
v3 improvement network. &e introduction method is
shown in Figure 4. By connecting the shallow-network layer
to the deep-network layer, the combination of deep infor-
mation and shallow information is more conducive to the
prediction of small targets. For output 64× 64 in terms of a
characteristic graph, the channel flux capacity and size of
deep network characteristic graph are 64× 64×128. &e size
and surface channels network characteristic map are
64× 64× 256, then the fused feature map are 64× 64× 384.

As shown in Figure 6, this paper attempts to apply
several distributions of the inception redefined module
structure. Finally, this paper selects the distribution with the
best result. Compared with shallow information, deep in-
formation can provide more image features. &e multidi-
mensional and multilevel convolution kernel in the
improved YOLO v3 algorithm also provides convenience for
the perception of visual field information in different ranges,
and the sentence information abundance improves the
perception ability of small targets.

In order to improve the accuracy of the traffic sign
recognition algorithm for image proportion recognition, this
paper improves the disadvantages of the original Yolo v3 and
K-means clustering algorithm that lack filtering function
and proposes an improved k-means clustering algorithm.
Based on this, this paper proposes an improved K-means
algorithm. First, the invalid data in the data set are elimi-
nated by calculating the width-height ratio of the object

coordinates, and the valid data are retained. Next, use k-
means architecture operation to classify the obtained data.
&e mother is to obtain the size and proportion of the
anchor. Finally, the classification results are added to the
YOLO layer for training and recognition. &e execution
order of the improved k-means algorithm is as follows:
Input: dimension file in the data set. Output: width, height,
and proportion of anchor box. Where I is the number that
marks the target.

(1) Eliminate significance of data annotation in data set.

(1) for i= 1 to total do
(2) Write coordinate data from the dimension file of

the data set.
(3) Mark according to the following rules. In the

upper left corner of the annotation box, the
standard x-axis is Xmin, the coordinate of the
lower left corner of the annotation box on the x-
axis is Xmin, the coordinate of the small left
corner on the y-axis is Ymin, the x-axis of the
lower right corner of the coordinate axis is
marked asXmax, and the upper right corner of the
y-axis is marked as Ymax.

(4) Dx=Xmax −Xmin, dy=Ymax −Ymin, if Dx= 0 or
dy= 0, the mark data correspondence to Dx and
Dy is meaningless.

(5) Q=Dx−Dy, if 0.3<Q< 1, next, make data an-
notation by comparison to DX and Dy is valid,
and else annotation data are invalid.

(6) Filter all meaningful comments in the infor-
mation set.

(7) end for

(2) effective annotation data are clustered

(1) choose k clusters intentionally, and choose the
central initial cluster of k aimlessly.

(2) do
(3) Calculate the IOU value and cluster center of all

valid annotation data.
(4) Data points with large IOU values will be divided

into clusters location of cluster center.
(5) &e new family center point is generated from

the central set of each cluster data point selected.
(6) While (the cluster center moves).

&e optimized K-means clustering algorithm can ef-
fectively ignore the adverse impact of invalid annotations on
the clustering center, significantly improve the fit between
the anchor box and traffic signs, and significantly improve
the recognition accuracy of YOLO v3 network model.

4.2.OptimizationLossAlgorithm. &e data lost in YOLO v3
algorithm are mainly divided into coordinate regression
loss, confidence loss, and clustering loss. For the loss
function of coordinate regression calculated by mean
square error, the size of the target can directly resulting in
decreased accuracy of coordinate regression, using IOU
as the target scale in YOLO v3 will bring two problems:
first, when IOU (A, B) is equal to 0 (A, B are the forecast
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boundary box and the real boundary box, respectively),
that is, when A and B do not overlap, it is impossible to
know whether a and B are adjacent to each other or far
away, that is, it cannot reflect the distance between them,
and its gradient will be zero, so it cannot be optimized;
the second is that IOU (A, B) is not 0, that is, when a and B
overlap, the specific overlap of the two cannot be re-
flected, and in the case of different distances, different
proportions, and different aspect ratios, using IOU as a
loss, the regression situation is usually incomplete.
Compared with IOU, it only focuses on the areas where
clusters overlap, unlike IOU, which focus only on
overlapping areas, GIOU not only pays attention to the
specific overlap of superposition areas but also at the
same time, there is enough computing power to match in
other nonoverlapping areas, which can better feedback
the matching degree between objects. As shown in Fig-
ure 5, the IOU values are all 0.33, but there are three
different overlaps, that is, the GIOU values are 0.33, 0.24,
and 0.1 from left to right, respectively. GIOU is defined as
follows:

GIOU � IOU − C − Sunion( /C. (1)

In this formula, C is the minimum superposition area of a
and B. &e value range of IOU is [0, 1], and the value range of
GIOU is [−1, 1]. For GIOU, when the predicted value
completely coincides with the actual value, the value is 1.
When the two do not overlap and approach infinity, GIOU
takes the minimum value 1.&en, GIOU is the preparation of
expressing the measurement accuracy, which can accurately
reflect the difference between the predicted value and the true
value. &erefore, this paper selects GIOU to replace the co-
ordinate regression loss, and the formula is given as follows:

LGot � 1 − GIOU. (2)

&e confidence loss function is given as follows:

Lcoaf � − 

s2

i�0


B

j�0
I
oljj
ij

Cilog Ci(  + 1 − Ci log 1 − Ci(  

− λnooblij 

s2

i�0


B

j�0
I
objj
ij

Cilog Ci(  + 1 − Ci log 1 − Ci(  .

(3)

&e first term in this formula is the confidence error of
the prediction frame containing the target. &e second item
is the confidence error of the prediction frame without
targets. S2 is the number of grids of markers in the input
image; I

oljj
ij indicates whether the jth anchor box of the ith

grid catches the target, which is 1 or 0; Ci is the confidence
score of the real box; Ci is the confidence score of the
prediction box.

Lcls � − 
s2

i�0
I
obj
ij 

C⊂Class

pi(C)log pi(C)(  + 1 − pi(C)( log 1 − pi(C)(  .

(4)

When the first anchor box of the ith grid captures the
target, the bounding box generated by the anchor box will
calculate the classification loss function. In Equation (4), C
represents the detected target category, and pi(C), pi(C)

express the probability of the real box and the prediction box
belonging to category C in grid i, respectively. &e final
improved loss function is given as follows:

Loss � LGlov + Lcoof + Lcls. (5)

5. Experimental Results and Analysis of
Recognition Algorithm

In order to test the accuracy of the optimized YOLO v3
algorithm designed in this paper to recognize traffic signs,
this paper carries out two inspections, which are the com-
parative experiment of different improved YOLO v3 algo-
rithms and the use of three image input sizes (416× 416,
608× 608, and 1024×1024), and verify these two tests from
the aspects Average detection accuracy (map), number of
detected pictures per second (FPS) and accuracy recall (P-R)
curve.

5.1. Road Sign Sample Collection and Experimental Platform.
In this experiment, traffic sign data set tt100 is used, which
provides 100000 2048× 2048 images, of which 30000 traffic
sign instances are small targets. &ere are 45 types of objects
in the data set, representing the corresponding traffic signs,
respectively: i2, i4, i5, il100, il60, il80, io, ip, p10, p11, p12,
p19, p23, p26, p27, p3, p5, p6, pg, ph4, ph4.5, ph5, pl100,
pl120, pL20, pl30, pl40, pl5, pl50, pl60, pl70, pl80, pm20,
pm30, pm55, pn, pne, po, pr40, w13, w32, w55, w57, w59,
and wo. First of all, we should put forward the pictures
without landmark files in the traffic sign data set, select 6105
pictures for algorithm practicing, and 3070 pictures for
accuracy and speed detection.

Experimental hardware: software system ubuntu22.04, d
Neural network learning framework pytorch1.4, CPU
AMD-r5 5600g, 32GB memory, NvidiageForceRTX3080Ti
∗ 2 GPU, 24GB video memory.

5.2. Algorithm Training and Detection. In this experiment,
we trained the YOLO v3 architecture and the improved
YOLO v3 architecture and used the conventional parameter
optimization method of YOLO v3 to optimize the param-
eters. &e initial learning rate is 0.001, and the maximum
iterations are 300 cycles. &e training rate is set to decay 10
times when the number of iterations is 75 epochs, 150
epochs, and 250 epochs, respectively. &e data set is en-
hanced by flipping, translation transformation, and other
methods. At the same time, multiscale training is adopted to
make the scale float up and down in the set range, so as to
achieve a better training effect. First, test the two models
after training and calculate their precision and recall. &e
formulas for calculating precision and recall are given as
follows:
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p �
MP

MP + OP
,

R �
MP

MP + ON
.

(6)

In the formula, MP is the number of positive classes
predicted by positive classes, OP is the number of negative
classes predicted by positive classes, and ON is the number
of positive classes predicted by negative classes. By setting a
fixed threshold, the prediction results of the detector are
arranged in descending order of confidence, and positive
prediction samples are generated respective, the P and R
values can be calculated and the P-R curve can be drawn.

5.3. Comparison Results and Analysis

5.3.1. *e Contrast Experiment of Improved. YOLO v3 is
based on traffic signs (named YOLO v3-A), improved YOLO
v3 network detection layer and FPN structure (YOLO v3-B),
added spatial pyramid module (YOLO v3-C), and added to
the above three improved YOLO v3-D networks. &e input
image size is 608× 608. &ese four optimized models have
been tested on TT100K photo acquisition and conventional
YOLO v3 network. &e experimental results are shown in
Figure 7.

Figure 7 shows that the detection rate and accuracy of the
optimized YOLO v3 architecture on the TT100K traffic sign
data set are higher than that of the conventional YOLO v3
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Figure 10: P-R curve (picture size 1024×1024).
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architecture. Among the four optimized YOLO v3 models,
the mapping of YOLO v3-D model reaches 75.2%, and the
effect is the best among the four networks. Although its FPS
has been reduced to 31.3 f/s, it can still meet the needs of
implementing traffic sign detection and recognition.

5.3.2. Improved YOLO v3 Experiment with Different Picture
Sizes. Furthermore, test the effectiveness of the optimized
YOLO v3 algorithm, and carry out comparative analysis
experiments on the optimized YOLO v3 neural network
algorithm (YOLO v3-D) and the original YOLO v3 algo-
rithm when the image input sizes were 416, 608, and 1024,
respectively. When the input sizes are 416, 608, and 1024,
respectively, the P-R curve comparison diagrams of the
YOLO v3 network and the improved YOLO v3 network
model are shown in Figures 8–10. Accuracy and recall rate of
optimized YOLO v3 algorithmmodel are higher than that of
the YOLO v3 network to a certain extent.

&ere are 3,070 pictures and 7,700 targets in the test set.
Two network models are tested, respectively. &eir map and
FPs are shown in Table 1.

&e input dimensions are 416× 416, 608× 608, and
1024×1024, the map of optimized YOLO v3 algorithm

model increased by about 8.3%, 6.1%, and 4.3%, respectively,
while FPS did not decrease significantly; at size 416× 416 and
608× 608, it has the characteristics of fast detection and can
meet the needs of road standard identification in reality.

5.3.3. Comparative Analysis of the Optimized Algorithm and
the Original Algorithm. In order to further test the recog-
nition effect of the optimization algorithm, the input image
size is 608× 608. &e improved YOLO v3 algorithm is
compared with RetinaNet, FCOS, CornerNet, and other
advanced small target detection algorithms. &e final
comparative analysis is shown in Figure 11.

It can be seen that (Figure 10)) only FCOS algorithm is
higher and is better than the optimized YOLO v3 framework
in recognition accuracy. However, its FPS is far lower than
the optimized YOLO v3 architecture; the detection speed of
CornerNet algorithm is similar to that of the improved
YOLO v3 algorithm, but its mAP is 2.7% lower than that of
the improved YOLO v3 algorithm. Experiments show that
the optimized YOLO v3 algorithm proposed in this paper
can achieve good results in traffic sign recognition. When
recognizing small traffic signs in TT100K traffic sign big data
set and traffic signs with small range occlusion and long
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distance, the improved YOLO v3 algorithm has also sig-
nificantly improved its recognition efficiency and accuracy
in the experimental results.

6. Conclusion

&is article introduces an optimization model utilized on
YOLO v3, which aims to solve the e problem of low accuracy
of road traffic sign recognition, in the task of road sign
recognition, the detection mode needs to deal with many
parameters and slow speed. Aiming at the shortcomings of
YOLO v3, the algorithm architecture, K-means clustering
algorithm, and loss function are optimized, which greatly
improves the accuracy and speed of the detection frame-
work. &e simulation results show that the optimized YOLO
v3 framework has more advantages for small traffic standard
recognition. &e detection experiments on three different
resolution photos show that compared with conventional
YOLO v3 algorithm, recognition accuracy improvement of
optimization algorithm 8.1%, 5.9%, and 4.6%, respectively.
Under the premise of ensuring that the gap between FPS is
small, the recall rate and accuracy rate have been signifi-
cantly improved. In general, the main advantage of the
optimized YOLO v3 algorithm in road sign detection and
recognition is that the recognition efficiency is improved and
the recognition accuracy is higher. In particular, the rec-
ognition rate is higher for small and distant traffic signs and
traffic signs that are covered by foreign matters in a small
range. It can be seen that the improved YOLO v3 has higher
usability in actual road traffic.
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